The Association of Typhoon Intensity Increase with Translation Speed Increase in the South China Sea
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Abstract: Tropical cyclone (TC) translation speed is an important parameter. In the context of TC–ocean interaction, faster translation speed can contribute to less TC-induced ocean cooling and thus enables more air–sea enthalpy flux supply to favor TC intensification. In 2018, Kossin published an interesting paper in Nature, reporting a global slow-down of TC translation speed since the 1950s. However, upon close inspection, in the last two decades, TC translation speed actually increased over the western North Pacific (WNP) and neighboring seas. Thus, we are interested to see which sub-region in the WNP and neighboring seas had the largest increase during the last two decades, and whether such increases contribute to TC intensification. Our results found statistically significant translation speed increases (~0.8 ms⁻¹ per decade) over the South China Sea. Ruling out other possible factors that may influence TC intensity (i.e., changes in atmospheric vertical wind shear, pre-TC sea surface temperature or subsurface thermal condition), we suggest, in this research, the possible contribution of TC translation speed increases to the observed TC intensity increases over the South China Sea in the last two decades (1998–2017).
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone translation speed (Uh) is an important TC attribute. The slowing-down of Uh (e.g., the case of Typhoon Morakot in Taiwan in 2009 and Hurricane Harvey in the US in 2017) can increase hazards over land due to the longer impact time [1–3]. Over the ocean, Uh is an important parameter that influences TC–ocean interaction [4–9]. The faster the Uh, the smaller the TC-induced ocean cooling effect, and the more air-sea enthalpy flux is available for TC intensification [4,7,10–18].

In 2018, Kossin published an intriguing paper in Nature [2], suggesting a long-term (1949–2016) trend of slowing tropical cyclone (TC) translation speed over global oceans. Upon careful inspection with Kossin’s time series (Figure 1a,b), despite the long-term trend of slowing since 1949, Uh in the most recent period is actually increasing (from the late 90s/early 00s). This is especially noticeable over the WNP and neighboring seas (light blue line in Figure 1b). In this research, we would like to explore this recent trend of increasing Uh over the WNP and neighboring seas, the associated TC–ocean interaction, and the possible impact on TC intensity. The reason for focusing on this most recent period (1998–2017) is also due to the data quality, since the data quality from the earlier period is not as reliable [19–22]. Also, 1998 is a meaningful year in the WNP, as PDO (Pacific decadal oscillation) also changed from the warm phase to the cold phase [23–25]. Therefore, starting from 1998 ensures that all analyses are performed within the same multi-decadal phase without introducing further complications.
Due to our geographical location over Asia, we are primarily interested in TCs (i.e., typhoons) over the western North Pacific (WNP) and the neighboring East China Sea (ECS) and South China Sea (SCS) (Figure 2) [23–39].

To ensure accuracy and robustness, we reproduced Kossin’s global trend, before zooming into the WNP and neighboring seas. After the successful reproduction of Kossin’s trend (light blue curve in Figure 1c, location in Figure 2), we proceeded to check Uh trends over the WNP, ECS, and SCS (Figure 3). As will be shown, because the SCS experienced the most robust and evident Uh increase, this research is largely focused on the SCS.

2. Data and Methods

The TC track and intensity data (six hourly) is from the best-track dataset from the US Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC, https://www.metoc.navy.mil/jtwc/jtwc.html). Typhoon season is defined as being from July to October. To exclude the influence of land, the SCS domain is 105–120 °E and 5–25 °N (Figure 2). Sea surface temperature (SST) and upper ocean thermal structure (UOTS) data is from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)’s ORAS4 (Ocean ReAnalysis System 4, https://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis/ocean-reanalysis) monthly reanalysis data [40]. The horizontal resolution is 1° with 42 vertically levels (17 levels in the upper 200 m of the ocean). Only grids with a depth greater than 200 m are used for analysis.

Oceans not only supply energy (i.e., air–sea fluxes) to TCs but also are stirred by TCs’ strong winds. The drag between air and water accelerates the ocean current. Stratified oceans respond with vertical current shear, which break upper ocean stratification and mix with the cooler water underneath [4]. SST would be lowered after such mixing and, hence, reduce the air-sea flux supply from the ocean for TC intensification [11,16,41–43]. This is the well-known self-induced ocean cooling negative feedback for TC intensification. The magnitude of this self-induced cooling effect is related to a TC’s strength (i.e., intensity in wind speed), translation speed, size, and oceanic pre-condition [4,14,15,17,41,42,44–51]. Larger and stronger TCs could induce more cooling than smaller, weaker ones [4,48]. For the oceanic pre-condition, a deeper pre-existing ocean mixed layer and depth of the 26 °C isotherm (D26) and a higher upper ocean heat content (or called tropical cyclone heat potential, i.e., heat content integrated from sea surface to D26) can effectively limit the self-induced cooling effect and favor TC intensification [7,41,42,44,45]. Slower-moving TCs can induce a more symmetrical, larger amplitude of cooling [5,6,29,55,56] than faster TCs, while reducing the TC’s intensity [49,57].

Based on the above, SST under TCs (i.e., during-TC SST—in other words, the SST includes the cooling effect, i.e., the actual SST during TC–ocean interaction) is crucial to the TC’s intensity. To estimate during-TC SST (i.e., pre-TC SST minus TC’s self-induced ocean cooling), we employed the latest model from Price (2009) [58]. As in Price (2009) [58], the performance of this new model is comparable to the classic 3DPWP model [10,59], but can be run more efficiently. The inputs are pre-TC temperature and salinity profiles, TC’s maximum sustained wind speed, translation speed and radius of maximum wind (RMW). The model estimates the depth of mixing via bulk Richardson number between oceanic layers [4,58,59]. The bulk Richardson number (\(Ri\)) was defined as

\[
Ri = \frac{g\delta \rho d}{\rho_0 (\delta U)^2}
\]

where \(g\) is the acceleration of gravity, \(d\) is the layer thickness, and \(\rho_0\) is the density of surface. \(\delta \rho\) and \(\delta U\) are the difference of density and wind-driven current velocity between the surface layer and the layer just below. When \(Ri\) was less than 0.65, the surface mixed layer was mixed with the layer below it and the temperature was calculated via (2). When \(Ri\) was equal to or larger than 0.65, the mixing was terminated. Once the mixing depth was estimated, depth-average temperature from SST to the
new mixing depth (i.e., during-TC SST, i.e., \( T_{mix} \), the SST mixed by the intense TC wind) was obtained as below:

\[
T_{mix} = \frac{1}{d} \int_{-d}^{d} T_i(z) \, dz
\]  

(2)

where \( d \) is the TC-induced mixing depth. For this simplified 1D model, there is an adjusting factor, \( S \), allowing the resulting \( T_{mix} \) at any position across TC’s track. For the case of Hurricane Frances (2004), \( S \) was set as 1.2 at 55 km right of TC’s center and 0.4 at 55 km left of TC’s center [56]. Considering TC actually felt temperature over an area (e.g., radius of 70 km to TC’s center in Huang et al. (2015) [50]), \( S \) was set as 0.6 here.

For the input in this research, UOTS was from EMCWF’s ORAS4, TC’s translation speed and maximum sustained wind speed were the TC-season average data from JTWC (i.e., Figures 3b and 4). Because JTWC does not have size information for the entire period, for RMW, we adopted the concept of nondimensional storm speed proposed by Price (1981) [4] (also in D’Asaro et al. 2014 [17]). The nondimensional storm speed is defined as,

\[
\frac{U_h}{2f/RMW}
\]

(3)

where \( f \) is the Coriolis parameter. If a TC’s transit time (\( \frac{2\text{RMW}}{U_h} \)) was comparable to the local inertial period, the oceanic response would be resonant. A average translation speed in TC season in the SCS (4.31 ms\(^{-1}\)) was obtained from JTWC. As the average latitude for our research domain was 15 °N, the representative RMW can thus be calculated as

\[
RMW = \frac{U_h}{2f}
\]

(4)

Here, RMW was set as 57 km.

After during-TC SST estimation as above, the air–sea enthalpy (i.e., latent + sensible heat) flux was calculated using the bulk aerodynamic formula under high wind conditions as below [13,15,16,18].

\[
\text{SHF: } Q_s = C_H W(T_{mix} - T_a) \rho_a C_{pa}, \quad \text{LHF: } Q_L = C_E W(q_s - q_a) \rho_a L_{va}
\]

(5)

where \( C_H \) and \( C_E \) are the sensible and latent heat exchange coefficients, respectively, \( W \) is ocean surface wind speed, \( T_{mix} \) and \( T_a \) are during-TC SST and near surface air temperature, respectively, \( q_s \) and \( q_a \) are surface and air specific humidity, respectively, and \( \rho_a \) and \( C_{pa} \) are air density, heat capacity of the air, and latent heat of vaporization, respectively. Here the \( T_a \) and \( q_a \) data were from the climatological average data (TC season over the study period and the study domain) from the monthly ECMWF Interim atmospheric re-analysis data (1° horizontal resolution).

Finally, atmospheric vertical wind shear (VWS) was calculated based on the 200 and 850 hPa wind difference, using the monthly ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis data (1° horizontal resolution). It was also necessary to examine VWS, as TC intensification is governed by both atmospheric and oceanic factors [12,60–62].

3. Results

3.1. Comparison Between \( U_h \) in the WNP, ECS, and SCS

We first explored whether the global trend of increasing \( U_h \) from Kossin (2018) [2] can also be found all over the WNP and its neighboring regions. To ensure accuracy and robustness, we reproduced Kossin’s WNP trend, before zooming into the Asian sub-regions. The track data were from JTWC and the area was set as 100–180 °E and 0–50 °N (Figure 2). Data were included from the entire year. The translation speed was calculated with central difference. Three six-hour TC positions were included in each calculation. The translation speed was calculated with the first and third position and
the value fell on the second position. With the central difference calculation, the translation speed could be estimated for each TC, but the value of the beginning and endpoint of each TC would be excluded. The light blue line in Figure 1c is depicted from the light blue line in Figure 1b, the annual average translation speed in the WNP from Kossin (2018). The red line is our reproduction. As can be seen, both lines are closely matched, showing successful reproduction. To further confirm this, we calculated the linear trend from 1949 to 2016. The result is $-0.05 \text{ km h}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$ with a $p$-value of $3.06 \times 10^{-7}$, which is the same value as in Kossin (2018) (Extended Data Table 1). It should also be noted that, in Figure 1c, though the trend from 1949 to 2016 was decreasing, we can also find an increasing trend in the recent period. Using the updated data, we estimated that the new trend lasted from 1998 to 2017. The translation speed of TCs was $+0.14 \text{ km h}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$ ($p = 0.026, >95\%$), indicating that TCs increased their moving speed over the past 20 years.

**Figure 1.** (a) Translation speed in the western North Pacific which is adopted from Figure 3b in Kossin (2018). The black line is over land, while the dashed line is over water. The black box highlights the period from 1998 to 2016 for the increasing translation speed. (b) Adopted from the Extended Data Figure 1 in Kossin (2018) for translation speed in different basins. The black box is the same as in Figure 1a. Notice that the range of the $y$-axis is different from that shown in Figure 1a. (c) TCs’ translation speeds are reproduced in this work. The light blue line was depicted in Figure 1b for the western North Pacific. The red line is the reproduced $U_h$ from JTWC’s best track archive in the western North Pacific. The blue straight line is the trend from 1949 to 2016. For the updated data, a red straight line is the trend from 1998 to 2017. Black box is the same as in Figure 1a.

After successful reproduction of Kossin’s trend (Figure 1c), we proceeded to check the $U_h$ trends over Asian regions for the TC season (from July to October). Three test regions are the TC main development region (WNP MDR, Figure 2), the East China Sea (ECS), and the South China Sea (SCS). $U_h$ in the WNP MDR has a narrower distribution (between 4 to 6 ms$^{-1}$) (Figure 3a). On average, TCs in the SCS traveled at a speed of 3.12 ms$^{-1}$ in 1998. However, they sped up to 4.80 ms$^{-1}$ in 2017. The rate of increase was over 50% compared to 1998 (Figure 3b). $U_h$ in the ECS covers a wide range from 2.49 ms$^{-1}$ to 7.56 ms$^{-1}$ (Figure 3c) and varied a lot inter-annually. Among the three regions being observed, the trend of $U_h$ was lowest in the WNP MDR at $+0.0147 \text{ ms}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$ (Figure 3a) and varied a lot inter-annually. The ECS had the second largest increasing trend at $+0.053 \text{ ms}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$ (Figure 3c). Both trends in the WNP MDR and ECS are not statistically significant. We found evidence of $U_h$ increasing over the SCS at $+0.077 \text{ ms}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$ with statistical significance ($p = 0.006, >99\%$). The increasing trend in the SCS was five times greater than in the WNP MDR (Figure 3a) for the same period. The trends over the WNP MDR and ECS are much weaker and did not pass statistical significance tests. Thus, we focused our subsequent explorations over the SCS.

### 3.2. Observations in the SCS: TC Intensity Change and Pre-TC Ocean Conditions

Surrounded by many densely-populated Asian countries, the SCS is important in many ways (social-economical, ecological, military, and more) (Figure 2). It is a marginal sea between the WNP
and the Asian continent. The connections to surrounding seas are normally shallow, with the exception of the Luzon Strait, which connects to the Phillipe Sea [63]. Due to the geostrophic balance with the western boundary current, Kuroshio, the thermocline has a sharp gradient through the Luzon Strait [8]. Compared to the WNP, the mixed layer was thinner and the thermocline was shallower in the SCS.

Figure 2. Regions for data selection. TC points in every 6-hour period inside the big map (100–180 °E, 0–50 °N) were used to reproduce Uh (red line in Figure 1c) in Extended Data Figure 1 of Kossin (2018). The green box represents the main development region in the western North Pacific (WNP MDR, 125–170 °E, 5–30 °N). The Uh results can be found in Figure 3a. The red box is the area of the South China Sea (SCS, 105–120 °E, 5–25 °N), the Uh result is in Figure 3b. The blue box is for the East China Sea (ECS, 120–130 °E, 25–33 °N), the Uh result is in Figure 3c.

Figure 3. Uh with unit of ms$^{-1}$ in the (a) WNP MDR, (b) SCS, and (c) ECS, the corresponding area can be found in Figure 2. The trend for each time series is also shown.

Typhoons over the SCS [5,6,8,9,29,36,37,54] strongly impact the surrounding populations in the Philippines, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao, coastal China, Vietnam, and other neighboring regions. If the translation speed of these typhoons over the SCS increases, then, in the context of TC–ocean interaction, there is a possibility to favor TC intensity increase. This is because a TC’s self-induced cooling is smaller under a faster Uh [4] and more air–sea enthalpy fluxes [11] can be made available for TC intensification [14]. Given the evident Uh increasing trend found in the SCS since 1998, we examine this possibility.

Figure 4 illustrates the TC-season average TC intensity (in 1-minute maximum sustained wind speed) time series in the SCS. As can be seen in the chart, despite some interannual variability, an increasing trend at +0.356 ms$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$, with statistical significance ($p = 0.027, >95\%$) is found. Whether this increase in TC intensity is associated with an increase in Uh needs to be further examined. There
can be different possibilities associated with such an increase, including atmospheric and oceanic factors. Each of the related factors will be examined below. Using ORAS4 reanalysis data, we examined three TC-related oceanic parameters, i.e., SST, D26, and tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP, i.e., depth-integrated upper ocean heat content (UOHC) from sea surface down to D26) [41,42,44–46,60,64]. All the oceanic parameters were obtained in grids with depth over 200m. SST was obtained directly from the ORAS4 temperature at the first level. D26 was obtained via interpolation from the ORAS4 thermal profile. TCHP (or UOHC) is calculated below.

$$\text{TCHP} = C_p \sum_{0}^{Z_{26}} \rho_i (T_i - 26) \Delta z_i$$

where $C_p$ is the specific heat of water at constant pressure, $\rho_i$ is the density at the $i$-th level, $T_i$ is the temperature at the $i$-th level, and $\Delta z_i$ is the thickness of the $i$-th level. SST, D26, and TCHP were averaged within the research domain (105–120 °E, 5–25 °N) and typhoon season (July to October).

As in Figure 5a, SST in the SCS had no significant trends over the past 20 years. The 20-year average was 29.17 °C for the typhoon season and SST varied with little amplitude. The highest SST was 30.08 °C in 1998 and the lowest was 28.78 °C in 2012. The difference did not exceed 1.5 °C. There was no significant trend in D26 and the 20-year average of D26 was ~60.75 m (Figure 5b). The deepest D26 was 66.21 m in 2010 and the shallowest was 56.06 m in 2011. Similarly, for TCHP (or UOHC), no trend was observed and the 20-year average of TCHP is ~64.86 kJcm⁻². Therefore, no significant trend was observed for any of the three parameters, which is consistent with the results in Chiang et al. (2018) [65]. Thus, it is unlikely that the observed increase in TC intensity is associated with these small changes in oceanic parameters.
Figure 5. Pre-TC oceanic conditions were evaluated from 1998 to 2017 using the Ocean ReAnalysis System 4 (ORAS4) from ECMWF. The different parameters include: (a) sea surface temperature (SST), (b) depth of 26 °C (D26), (c) tropical cyclone heat potential (TCHP), and (d) upper ocean profile. The contours are labeled every 2 °C.


We then examined the possibility of associating the observed Uh increase (Figure 3b) with the TC intensity increase (Figure 4). Using the Price (2009) Td model, we conducted three sets of numerical experiments to estimate the TC-induced ocean cooling effect. The first experiment (grey line in Figure 6) is to fix Uh at its 1998 level (i.e., a reference scenario if there is no increase in Uh), the second experiment (red line in Figure 6) is to fix Vmax at its 1998 level (i.e., a reference scenario if there is no increase in Vmax), and the third experiment (blue line in Figure 6) is based on the observed Uh (i.e., increase in Uh from 1998 to 2017, in Figure 3b) and the observed Vmax (Figure 4). Besides the difference in Uh and Vmax, all other inputs are the same for the three experiments (i.e., pre-TC UOTS profiles from Figure 5d and RMW). Figure 6a depicts pre-TC SST (i.e., same as Figure 5a) and the during-TC SST (i.e., estimated from Price (2009) Td model). The TC-induced cooling results (i.e., during-TC SST minus pre-TC SST) are depicted in Figure 6b. For Experiment 1 (no observed Uh changes in time), TC-induced cooling typically fluctuated between approximately −0.2 and −1.3 °C, with a statistically significant trend of −0.0242 °C year⁻¹ (grey dashed line in Figure 6b). This is reasonable because Uh still maintains the same slow level as it did in 1998. If there is no Uh change in time, cooling increases in time are primarily dependent on the increase in Vmax. This result supports our observation. Since Uh increases over time as from observation, the cooling effect is weakened in Experiment 3 compared to Experiment 1 (blue line in Figure 6). In other words, the difference between Experiment 1 and 3 is only the difference in Uh. Because Uh in Experiment 3 is increasing over time, the cooling effect is smaller in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 1. Experiment 3 also shows the offsetting effects between Vmax increase and Uh increase (i.e., although Vmax increase may increase cooling effect, it is offset by the Uh increase). Experiment 2 is an additional reference experiment simulating the situation if there is no Vmax change. It also supports the results, because if Vmax is fixed, as it was in 1998, only Uh increases with time and cooling reductions with time will be detected.
3.4. Air-Sea Flux Estimation

As in Lin et al. (2013) [15] and above, the during-TC SST is the actual SST “felt” by a TC during TC–ocean interaction. The during-TC SST is different from the pre-TC SST because it includes the TC–ocean coupling (cooling) effect (Figure 6a), which plays an important role in the air-sea enthalpy (sensible and latent) heat flux supply for TC intensification [11,13,15–17]. Using the during-TC SST ($T_{\text{mix}}$) from Figure 6a and the atmospheric data (i.e., $T_a$ and $q_a$) in corresponded grids as calculated for Figure 5, we can calculate the air–sea enthalpy flux for the all three experiments using Equation (5). Figure 7 depicts the results. In Experiment 3 (blue line, i.e., Uh and Vmax increase as observed), there was more air–sea enthalpy flux supply for TC intensification, as compared to Experiment 1 (i.e., fixed Uh at 1998 level). The trend for Experiment 1 (grey line in Figure 7) is $+2.890 \text{ Wm}^{-2}\text{year}^{-1}$ ($p = 0.290$, $>70\%$). The trend for Experiment 3 (blue line in Figure 7) is $+5.158 \text{ Wm}^{-2}\text{year}^{-1}$ ($p = 0.093$, $>90\%$), which is higher and statistically more significant than the trend found in Experiment 1. This suggests that the increase in TC translation speed reduces the TC-induced ocean cooling effect. Therefore, the corresponding flux supply is higher to support TC intensification. The enthalpy flux difference between Experiment 1 and 3 (grey and blue line in Figure 7) is clearer when Uh is faster than 4.5 ms$^{-1}$.
(e.g., in 2013 and 2014). Although Experiment 2 (without Vmax change with time) has the lowest level of TC-induced cooling, its corresponding enthalpy flux is not high. This is because, when calculating enthalpy flux, the TC’s wind speed is also involved in Equation (5). Because there was no wind increase, the production of flux from the wind increase contribution is absent. This also shows that stronger TCs (higher wind speed, W) produce more enthalpy flux, which can be seen as a self-intensified effect. Combined with the TC’s increasing Uh and intensity (blue line in Figure 7), the available enthalpy flux increases with a trend of \(+5.158 \text{ Wm}^{-2}\text{year}^{-1}\).

\[
\text{Enthalpy Flux}
\]

**Figure 7.** Enthalpy (sensible and latent heat) flux estimated with the T_{mix} results of three experiments in Figure 6a. The grey line is for without Uh change (fixed at 1998 level), the red line is for without Vmax change (fixed at 1998 level), and the blue line is for with observed Uh and Vmax change

3.5. Atmospheric Vertical Wind Shear

After conducting all the ocean and Uh analysis, it was necessary to examine atmospheric vertical wind shear (VWS), as TC intensification is also influenced by VWS [12,61,62]. As shown in Figure 8, VWS varied interannually over the past 20 years, but without a statistically significant trend. In addition, there was no observable relationship between VWS and TC intensity during this period. This suggests that VWS is unlikely to contribute to the observed increase in TC intensity in Figure 4.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

TC intensity is influenced by multiple factors, including the well-known primary factors such as SST, D26, UOHC, and atmospheric vertical wind shear (VWS). TC translation speed (Uh) is a possible secondary factor and is thus the motivation for examining the possible connection. Under most situations, the impact from this possible secondary factor is obscured by primary factors. Only when the primary factors have no trends (as in this research) there is a chance to observe the possible influence of Uh. Therefore, in theory, it is possible for Uh to impact TC intensity via the TC–ocean interaction pathway (i.e., the faster the Uh, the lower the TC-induced ocean cooling effect, the more the air–sea enthalpy for intensification). In reality, such a real-world example is rare. The period from 1998 to 2017 was a suitable timeframe to examine this possibility since the primary factors during this period have no trends (Figures 5 and 8). Also, 1998 was a meaningful year for the WNP in the climate context, as it was the year when the multi-decadal PDO (Pacific decadal oscillation) changed from the warm phase to the cold phase [23–25]. Therefore, starting from 1998 ensured that all analyses were performed within the same multi-decadal phase without introducing further complications to obscure the already difficult to observe signal.

During the last two decades, TC translation speed was found to increase evidently (+0.077 ms$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$) in the TC-season over the SCS with statistical significance. This triggers our interest to explore the possible subsequent impact on TC–ocean interaction and TC intensity. We found that this increase in TC translation speed can reduce the self-induced ocean cooling effect and increases the during-TC SST. The increase in during-TC SST contributes to higher air–sea enthalpy fluxes available for TC intensification, which can contribute to the observed increase in TC intensity in the SCS over the past 20 years. This is further supported by the data acquired from examining other possible factors (i.e., pre-TC ocean condition and VWS). Because pre-TC ocean conditions show little trend in the SCS over the past two decades and little correlation with the increase in TC intensity, it is unlikely that this observed increase occurred because of the little change in ocean pre-condition. Also, because VWS does not show a significant trend in the past two decades, thus the contribution of VWS is not supported. Therefore, an increase in Uh, the associated reduction in the TC’s self-induced ocean cooling effect and the consequential increase in air–sea flux supply, is a possible contributor for the observed increase in TC intensity in the SCS. In this work, we examined VWS, pre-TC SST, D26, TCHP, and Uh and found that Uh is the most possible contributor to promoting the increasing trend of TC intensity in the past 20 years over the SCS. Here, we found a positive contribution from Uh increase to TC intensity increase in this work. Certainly, TC intensification is a complex process and there may exist other contributing factors for future investigations. We also want to acknowledge that although a linear trend is used in this research, there may exist other possibilities to explain the observed trend [66]. Finally, understanding why TC translation speed has increased (above the SCS) during the past two decades is an intriguing problem awaiting exploration by the atmospheric community.
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